REPORT OF EXPERIMENT WITH CILOCYBEN

400

Date: September 28, 1980
Subjects: Peggy and Fred
Dosage: 10 m.g. each on empty stomach
9:38 A.M. Start
9:58 We both feel a first alert.
10:02 I feel coming on strongly.
10:20 We are both deeply into it, Peggy feels strange body sensations. While my
perception is rapidly enhancing, I feel my old customary inner discomfort growing,
as in days of old. The chemical hits very strongly, much more strongly than I
would have imagined. We sit on the north patio in the shade, where we can watch
the mountains. At first I want to maintain an outer experience, and look at the
marvelous beauty of the mountains. I soon give up, stretch out and close my eyes,
feeling compelled to dive into the heart of the discomfort I am feeling.
10:40 In the shade it's too cold, in the sun it's too hot. We go inside. I
am struck by the glowing colors in a silk tapestry hanging on the wall. Color
enhancement is marvelous. However, getting up is quite an effort. It is very
strange to walk, although my body feels light and airy. After going to the john,
we go and sit in the living room. Peggy is amazed at the imagery, colors and
patterns flowing before her. Can't believe her mind is creating it; she can see how
artists, movie people would want to see such colors and patterns. I continue to
grow more and more uncomfortable too. Soon her body feels terrible; she
has nausea, feels she has abused her body terribly with too much food. Thought of
food makes her ill. I am having a lot of visual enhancement also, but feel too
badly to enjoy it. With eyes closed, I see all kinds of moving, colored plastic
forms and tubes, with beautiful flowing viscous plastic fluids. They are quite
beautiful, but I feel the plastic imagery is negatively symbolic. However, it
feels good to lie down and experience that I am doing everything wrong. I feel
that I should be much more involved with people.
12:00 I look outside; everything outside is beautiful. I think we should have
a change of pace, get outside, maybe under the cottonwood trees. Peggy feels too
badly, is too weak to move. After coming back inside I too am hit by another wave
of inertness, no longer care to try and move. I put on Mahler's 1st symphony,
and we lie down next to each other on the floor. I close my eyes, and decide to
give my total attention to God. It is difficult, as there is so much going on.
But with effort, I gather up all the parts of my being and present them to God.
There is a wonderful feeling of response and release. I feel compelled to say
out loud, "God wants my total attention." From here on, the experience turned
entirely around for me, and moved from below the line to above the line. It was
beautiful, fulfilling, and revealing. Here are some of the Highlights:
By giving God my total attention, He came and joined me. The feeling was
ecstatic. The pain that I had been feeling is the pain of God's loneliness for
man, who has turned away from Him. But God has given man free will, a most precious
gift which he will not violate. Consequently He suffers the loneliness until
man turns to Him of his own free will. I could see that most of man's difficulties
stems from out desire to impose on others free will. We want others to love us,

